
WHAt Do I promise?
 A listening ear

I will Hunt out and listen to all
concerns/issues/suggestions  from the
Apep school , Through surveys,  class reps,
word of mouth, OR whatever method
works best at giving everyone a chance
to have their say.
I believe that making thousands of tiny
improvements recommended by the
students of the Apep school is the key to
long lasting positive change

Who am I? 

I am a 2nd year architecture student,
Who’s Willing to Be extremely Diligent
and ask thousands of obvious/Stupid
questions Until current and future
issues are sorted. 

VOTe MAX, he pays
tax!

Vote max for
architecture

college officer 



The architecture planning and
environmental policy (Apep) school is
unique in the sense that students
almost have a second home on campus.
 Each day, students  put in long, heavy
hours into the studio, where they spend
a good portion of their lives
throughout their course..
It is therefore my belief that we should
put in as much effort into making sure
that this second home gets everything
it needs to make it as welcoming as
possible, and to help facilitate those
long, strenuous hours. 
It is necessary that students can come in
and do their work without having to
worry about preventable problems. 

Better food options in Richview
Richview currently does not have decent food
options, especially not halaal ones, which is a
huge issue as students are expected to put in long,
streNUOUS hours with minimal options when it
comes to food. 
The current Cafe is simply not enough for the
amount of students that are in Richview,
especially since it closes at 3:30 PM, anD THE
MAJORITY OF STUDENTS STAY IN THE STUDIO MUCH
LONGER THAN THAT.
A new materials shop/ partnership with
a materials shop 
Richview no longer has a material shop on
campus, which means that students are forced to
travel large distances to get materials (this is
especially inconvenient when you’re carrying A2
sized grey card on a packed bus). Model making is
an essential part of the course,, so students  need
Quick access to  Cheaper materials.
Better maintenance/ care of plotters
Plotters
 plotters are a Huge issue for all the years, to the
point where some students have taken it to
themselves to try and fix them. If they do work,
there are always issues with paper or ink
running out. This needs to be taken care of asap
...AND MANY MORE!
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